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08/27/04 
Falcon 4.0/SP3 Campaign Mission Report #53 
OPERATION ROLLING FIRE  
DAY 5 – 0320 HOURS 
 
Campaign Status: 
 
Dawn is just around the corner on campaign Day 5. As usual it was a long slog through the dark of 
night but with daylight coming our outlook brightens with the day. 
 
The situation still appears very good for our general offensive although efforts have not really begun 
yet to soften up targets in the P’yongyang area. It is only a matter of time before Wonsan falls; 
perhaps then we can turn our attention to the approaches to P’yongyang. 
 
Objective: 
 
This morning we will fly an offensive counter-air (OCA) strike against the 815th Mechanized Corps base 
on the south-eastern suburbs of P’Yongyang: 
 

 
 
Planning/preflight: 
 
Our 4-ship flight of F-16CGs will depart Osan and fly under the cover of both a CAP flight (Hostage) and 
SEAD flight (Glass). Since we will be operating very close to the heavily defended area surrounding 
P’Yongyang we can anticipate very a very heavy SAM/AAA threat. All break turns and evasive 
maneuvers should be done on headings from 090 to 180 (east to south) to prevent flying even deeper 
into the enemy air defense rings around P’Yongyang: 
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The target is the 815th Mechanized Corps Base consisting of several different structures including 
depots, ammo dumps, admin buildings and helipads: 
 

 
 
Depot #1: 
 

 
 
Ammo dumps: 
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Admin building (foreground) and depot #2 (double hangar building): 
 

 
 
Each aircraft in the 4-ship will be carrying 4 GBU-24/GP 2000 lb. Paveway III bombs and 4 Sidewinder 
missiles: 
 

 
 
Debrief: 
 
Performing a military power take-off my F-16 barely makes it airborne and staggers under the burden 
it carries: 
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With the cockpit bathed in the soft glow of Aeyes night cockpit lighting there is also a faint lightening of 
the sky as the first hint of morning reveals itself: 
 

 
 
Climbing out I reduce my throttle a bit to allow for the element (#3 & #4) to catch up while I tend to 
the normal routine, turning navigation lights off, setting my counter-measures panel, assuring my laser 
is armed and that I have a good TGP image slaved to the ground radar steerpoint: 
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Out in the central peninsula I can hear the radio calls from an F-15 flight engaging enemy aircraft near 
the FLOT. This guy is carrying an interesting mix of AMRAAMs and Sparrows: 
 

 
 
The F-15s have knocked down a fully armed J-7 (MiG-21) and the pilot ejects, one less threat for me to 
deal with: 
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A look at the A2A radar shows the SEAD flight (Glass) pushing out about 20 miles in front of us on the 
left side of the scope, the targets clearly showing the spread formation ordered by the flight lead: 
 

  
 
The first threat comes up at well over 50 miles out as an SA-2 site comes up on the air lured to life by 
the SEAD flight: 
 

 
 
The SEAD flight gets busy and has their hands full as the first of multiple SA-2 launches arcs up toward 
them as they return fire with their HARMs: 
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Level at our approximate cruising and bombing altitude of 20-thousand feet we are showing 49.5 miles 
and 5:16 to the target: 
 

 
 
Querying AWACS for the picture the controller calls out the threat of a 3-ship MiG-23 flight running 
down our right flank headed south-bound. While definitely a threat I leave it to the various CAP flights 
to attend to the threat while we concentrate on the bombing run: 
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After ordering my flight into the trail formation I pull up the A2G mode the ground radar which is 
already slaved to the strike waypoint. With a touch of the designate button on the HOTAS the ground 
radar hands off the SOI control to the targeting pod and the complex is centered on the right MFD: 
 

 
 
I zoom into the EXP view with the targeting pod and start designating targets for my flight. It sure 
would be great if you could designate targets for each member of the element, but since you can only 
direct the element lead the #4 plane automatically bombs the same target as #3. In this case I put the 
element on depot #1: 
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I slew my crosshairs onto the admin building next and designate that target for my wingman (#2) and 
finally settle on my own target, depot #2: 
 

 
 
I was planning on dropping one bomb per pass, but at the last second I pull up the SMS page and 
change the parameters to release two bombs per pass, trusting in my wingmen to get the job done on 
their targets: 
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Peering back through the HUD I hold a steady course while waiting for the toss-cue to pass then press 
and hold the pickle button waiting for the release cue to hit the flight-path-marker (9 seconds to go): 
 

 
 
A couple more SA-2 sites pop up within the inner, higher threat ring of the RWR so I quickly switch on 
my ECM gear and order my flight to do like-wise: 
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The release cue hits the FPM and the gratifying sound of 4-thousand pounds of love releasing is a bit of 
a relief: 
 

 
 
Starting a gentle exit turn to the east I keep the maneuver gentle to avoid breaking the stabilization on 
the TGP pod. The laser begins firing about 8 seconds before impact and I watch the impact timer 
count-down: 
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I get good hits on the target with my bombs and I hear my wingmen calling GBU releases and observe 
their hits while continuing around to the south-east to set up for a second pass on the compound: 
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Once a few miles south-east of the target I do a gentle 360 to allow my flight to quickly join up and get 
on my wing without them having to use excessive burner. I watch with satisfaction on the HSD EXP 
view as all 3 of them come off the target to the east and slide into formation ready for the next pass: 
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Extending out about 35 miles to the south-east of the target we make a gentle turn back toward the 
strike area and I query AWACS who surprises me with a bandit call bearing straight ahead for 20 miles. 
Quickly I switch modes from A2G to A2A, slew the scan volume down to encompass the called altitude, 
and pick up the target: 
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With several allied flight in the vicinity I take the precaution of declaring the target to AWACS who 
verifies the target as hostile and further IDs it as an Il-28….easy picking! 
 
With Sidewinders selected and over 800 knots of closure I keep thinking one of the other CAP flights is 
going to poach my kill but finally the range carat drops into the proper area of the launch zone and I 
loose two Sidewinders at the poor Beagle: 
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The missiles fly unerringly and a double blossom on the horizon indicates a good kill: 
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Having been drawn back toward the original run in-line to the target I switch modes again and note the 
presence now of four SA-2 emitters near the target area. Things are heating up a bit! 
 

 
 

 
 
With the TGP pod centered once again on the complex I note that depot #2, which I initially struck with 
two bombs, appeared to be still intact so I designate the target for the element figuring when they 
strike it they will hit it with four more bombs, likely completely destroying it: 
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For my wingman (#2) I designate the ammo dumps located in the woods on the north-east side of the 
complex: 
 

 
 
I settle my cursors on depot #1, which inexplicably survived the first bombing run. Later analysis 
seems to show the element on the first pass came up a bit short, instead destroying the helipads just 
south of depot #1. I won’t make the same mistake and designate it for my own final two bombs. I 
almost make a critical error though, can you spot it in the TGP image? 
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Yes, lucky for me I spot it too. Having switched from A2G to A2A master modes to engage the enemy 
aircraft I then switched back to A2G mode but you’ll notice that a pylon isn’t automatically selected 
upon re-entering A2G mode. So pylon 4 (the number in the bottom of the TGP image) isn’t highlighted, 
which would have meant no bombs would have come off despite holding down the pickle button! I 
correct the error by going back to the SMS page and re-selecting GBU-24 and assuring the TGP pylon 
station is highlighted: 
 

 
 
By the time I quickly do all that I’m almost on top of the target and the toss cue is already gone. 
Luckily I have a few seconds to spare and the last of my bombs come off the racks: 
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Freed of the rest of the burden the Master Caution illuminates reminding me to hit the CAT switch and 
just as I think about doing that the Missile Launch light illuminates and the warning tone starts pulsing 
in my headset! SA-2 launch off to my left! 
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Now this is quite a pickle. From 20-thousand feet the bomb fall time for the GBU is a bit over 20 
seconds. Having just release my bombs I have to make the decision to go evasive on the SA-2 
immediately or try to wait out my bomb fall time lest my bombs lose lock and miss! I start a bit more 
of a moderate bank away from the area to the east while willing the impact timer to go faster as the 
SA-2 continues wailing away on the threat receiver. 12 seconds to go, an interminable amount of time! 
 

 
 
Boom! Solid hit: 
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As Matthew Modine said in Memphis Belle: “We’ve done our job for Uncle Sam, now we are flying for 
ourselves.” And with that I snap inverted and pull like there is no-tomorrow toward the ground. The 
SA-2 is only a few seconds away and can’t match the maneuver and sails by just above and behind me 
detonating in my wake…that was close!! 
 

 
 
Having screamed down to 5-thousand feet during my evasive maneuver I pull hard G’s at the bottom 
to get back up and away from the portable IR SAM threat down below. Generally being under 15-
thousand feet in Indian country is a bad, bad idea.  
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Just as I start to zoom climb back up into safe airspace a second SA-2 lights off after me!  
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The SA-2 pushes over immediately into a flat trajectory to tail-end chase me: 
 

 
 
This time I keep the burner plugged in, put it on my six and try to extend away from the site to the 
east on the deck, quickly accelerating out to Mach 1.12: 
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The SA-2 bearing down on me, the black smudge near the ground in the distance is me at low altitude 
stirring up the dust as I flee: 
 

 
 
Eventually the SA-2 poops out and I zoom climb back up to a safe altitude and ease off the throttle: 
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Meanwhile the element is having a hard time of it as they too are engaged by multiple SA-2 sites 
causing them to go defensive and break off their attacks: 
 

 
 
Eyeing my fuel gauge I order my entire flight to form up on my wing as the last of them exits the 
threat area and I slow up and watch them fall into the wedge formation for the flight home. 
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The element will have to bring back some bombs with them since they didn’t get to complete their 
second pass, but better to return with bombs than to not return at all!  
 

 
 
Turning final the skies continue to lighten and I look back on a successful mission and look forward to 
an eventful morning of daylight bombing ahead: 
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Conclusions: 
 
The mission is a success. All members of all three flights returned safely. While the CAP flight 
didn’t see any action the SEAD flight (Glass) scored hits on 5 different threats in the target 
area. While it would have been nice if they could have taken out the SA-2 emitters they did a 
great job of keeping the pressure off us for the first pass. In reality, one pass is all that 
normally would be attempted, so the second one was just a bonus for us and we were lucky to 
get away unscathed. 
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Even though we pounded the site the results were as I expected, taking the compound from 
100% down to 30% operational status. The ammo dumps was untouched due to the aborted 
second run and depot #2 was only damaged since the element couldn’t release on their second 
pass either. The results were good though and I was satisfied with the flight as a whole. 
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BeachAV8R 
 
F4/1.08/SP3 
FreeFalcon 2 
Aeyes 1600 x 1200 super-pit 
Twaelti’s NEW high-resolution tiles! (Awesome!) 
BMS .99 
 
-------------------- 
http://home.carolina.rr.com/beachav8r 
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Now THAT'S how you fly a mission!!   
 
Nice work - and well spotted on the pylon problem. I know I've been caught out by that a few 
times. 
 
Great camera work as well - them night missions can be tricky to document. 
 
-------------------- 
KiwiSim 'Who said Kiwis couldn't fly?!' 

From: Wellington, New Zealand | Registered: Apr 2000  |  IP: Logged 
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Pay backs a "Beach"! Ha, ha. Great mission. 
Sadly, I have tried to drop with the nonselect CBU, and came home thinking I had a broken 
plane. 
Yea, the pilot's brain was broken. Once again, thanks for the "knowledge" Beach. 
 
-------------------- 
For those with faith, no proof is needed. For those without faith, no proof is enough. 
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Beach, 
 
Did the computer pick the weapons loadout for you? 
 
I was just curious as the GBU-24 is a penetrator round with a BLU-109 at the core and not a 
Mk-84. 
 
AH...never mind I see how F4 called it a GBU-24/GP.  
 
Great read, as I sit here during Ulchi Focus Lens the fidelity of the F4 campaign is amazing, just 
amazing 
 
-------------------- 
Cess-Wildman 
 
Cess Patrol--When the only thing keeping you up is hot air! 

From: USA | Registered: Aug 2000  |  IP: Logged 

CowboyK  
Member  
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Beach, 
 
Being new to the Falcon 4 forum, I was just wondering where you got the OSAN F-16 skin with 
the Mustang painted on the side? Being a Mustang phanatic (I own three Ford Mustangs) I'd 
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really like to get it. 
 
CowboyK  
 
-------------------- 
http://hometown.aol.com/afk9cop/myhomepage/index.html  
It's not the one you see, it's the one you don't! CHECK SIX!!!! 
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Beach, 
 
Good report again. Nice improvement from your last one !!! I am always amazed of the 
screenshots you take during heavy action. When flying, I have to concentrate on the action, 
leaving little or now brain activities for other tasks. 
 
Great job, and I can't wait to see the remaining of your campaign.. 
 
JTL 

From: Montreal, Canada | Registered: Feb 2003  |  IP: Logged 

20mm  
Administrator  
Member # 2515  
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Very very good stuff! I always learn something in these, besides the darn good reading. I have 
rarely had the problem you experienced with not having a pylon selected, probably because I 
just haven't had to switch master modes just prior to drop. So, I stared at that "what's wrong 
with this picture" for a while, and thought, well, it has to be the pylon not selected, but then I 
couldn't remember whether the pylon is highlighted or not when selected. Well, it was, and I 
learned something again. 
 
But the best part, for me, was waiting that 20 seconds! Man, I have had that happen for sure! 
SA-2 inbound, tracking, tracking, oh crap, hurry up timer, got to keep that laser on target, hit it 
hit it! Boom! OK, time to do some of that "pilot stuff" and save my bleep and this airframe. 
Tremendous. And F4 is chock full of those kind of experiences where you have to make choices 
PDQ. Complete the mission or evade the SAM and live? Your choice. Sometimes you get to 
have it both ways, sometimes not! 
 
Thanks Beach, another keeper.  
 
-------------------- 
Pat Tillman (1976-2004): 
4 years Arizona State University, graduated with high honors. 
5 seasons National Football League player, Arizona Cardinals. 
Forever United States Army Ranger. 
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Thanks guys..glad you enjoyed the mission!   
 
CowboyK - That Mustang skin is on one of the squadrons in the FreeFacon 2.0 campaign I 
assume. Based at Osan...can't remember off-hand which squadron it was...but it is the F-16CG 
squadron... 
 
Wildman - What the hell is Ulchi Focus Lens?? You lost me there..lol... 
 
JTL - Thanks..although to tell you the truth, pausing the action to take a screen shot or two is 
actually a cheat since it allows me to think a bit about the tactical situation..so I would think it 
is an advantage rather than a disadvantage. It sure would be nice for pilots in real life to be 
able to hit (p)ause and ponder the merits of dodging an SA-2 or continuing to lase...lol... 
 
20mm - Yup..you nailed it right on the head. F4 is so full of "gee-whiz" moments that are 
totally unscripted..it IS amazing. I'm so glad I re-visited F4 last year after never having really 
learned it...(and some would argue STILL not having learned it..lol..)   
 
BeachAV8R 
 
-------------------- 
http://home.carolina.rr.com/beachav8r 

From: Charlotte, NC USA | Registered: Jan 2001  |  IP: Logged 

Wildman  
Member  
Member # 1350  
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Sorry Beach, Ulchi Focus Lens (UFL) is the big command exercise here in Korea. 
 
-------------------- 
Cess-Wildman 
 
Cess Patrol--When the only thing keeping you up is hot air! 

From: USA | Registered: Aug 2000  |  IP: Logged 

All times are Eastern Time Zone  
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